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Motivated by the rich phase diagrams recently unveiled in frustrated spin-1 chains with compet-
ing next-nearest neighbour and four-spin interactions, we investigate the nature of the elementary
excitations of spin-1 chains in the vicinity of phase transitions using the matrix-product state (MPS)
representation of elementary excitations. First, we show that both spinons and magnons naturally
arise in SU(2) invariant spin chains when describing ground states and elementary excitations using
MPS. Then we investigate the nature of the elementary excitations across the first-oder transition
between the Haldane phase and the topologically trivial next-nearest neighbor Haldane phase. We
show explicitly that spinons deconfine at the transition, and we calculate the dispersion of these de-
confined spinons with MPS. We also show that, immediately away from the transition line, spinons
confine, forming dispersive spinon/anti-spinon bound states on both sides of the transition. Finally,
we show that deconfined spinons also appear at the transition between the Haldane phase and the
spontaneously dimerized phase when this transition is first order.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1982, Faddeev and Takhtajan published a paper
with the enigmatice title “What is the spin of a spin
wave?” [1, 2]. In this paper, the authors showed that
the elementary excitations in the spin-1/2 Heisenberg an-
tiferromagnetic chain are spin-1/2 doublets, contrary to
the common belief at that time that the spectrum should
consists of triplet spin waves [3]. They consider these ex-
citations to be particles—later, they were called spinons
[4, 5]—by virtue of their localized nature and the fact
that one can consider their scattering. All physical states,
i.e. the states that can be created by acting with a local
operator on the ground state, consist of an even number
of these spinon states. Around the same time, Shastry
and Sutherland proposed the spin-1/2 soliton to be the
elementary excitation in dimerized spin-1/2 chains [6],
similar to the solitons in dimerized long-chain polymers
[7]. Again, the solitons are considered to be localized
spin-1/2 particles and only two-particle states connect
to the ground state through a local operator.

Later on it was realized that adding extra terms in the
spin-chain hamiltonian can lead to the confinement of
these fractionalized particles. For example, adding an ex-
plicit dimerization to the dimerized spin chain leads to an
effective linear potential between the solitons and, there-
fore, to their confinement [8–10]. With the spinons no
longer existing as well-defined particles, the spectrum of
such an extended model consists of a stack of spinon/anti-
spinon bound states [11]. The phenomenon of spinon or
soliton confinement has non-trivial effects in the real-time
dynamics of spin chains as well [12, 13].

The situation is quite different for the Heisenberg spin-
1 chain. As first shown by Haldane[14, 15] and further
confirmed by the investigation of an extended model with
biquadratic interactions at the special point known as

the AKLT point [16, 17], the spectrum of the spin-1
chain is gapped, and the low-lying excitations are gapped
magnons. As for the spin-1/2 chain with explicit dimer-
ization, these magnons can be interpreted as the result
of confining spinons, a point of view emphasized by Gre-
iter and collaborators in a series of papers dedicated to
SU(N) chains[18, 19]. Spin-1/2 excitations appear at the
edges of spin-1 chains of finite length, but they cannot
appear as free excitations in the bulk of the chain.

In this paper, we show that deconfined spinons actually
exist in SU(2) invariant spin-1 chains at the transition
between the Haldane phase and another phase provided
two conditions are met: the other phase does not have
spin-1/2 edge excitations, and the transition is first or-
der. The spinons are spin-1/2 excitations that appear at
domain walls between the two types of phases, and as
long as one sits on the first order transition line, they ex-
ist as gapped by deconfined excitations with a dispersion
that we have calculated explicitly along two transitions
for a model with next-nearest neighbor and three-site
interactions[20].

This investigation is part of a more general program.
Spinons in quantum spin chains were among the first in-
stances of collective excitations with fractional quantum
numbers, and are at the basis of many exciting develop-
ments in strongly-correlated quantum physics. In par-
ticular, it was gradually realized that fractionalized ex-
citations are typically supported by a ground state that
exhibits some form of topological order. This connection
between topological order and fractionalized excitations
can be naturally understood within the language of ten-
sor networks. In this language, a quantum ground state
is represented as the contraction of an extensive number
of local tensors, where the topological properties of the
global state are encoded as symmetries of the local ten-
sors [21]. Fractionalized excitations are represented as ei-
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ther defects in the symmetry pattern of the ground-state
tensors [22, 23] or local perturbations with a non-trivial
string of symmetry operations [21, 24]. In both cases,
they are naturally related to the topological properties
of the ground state.

In this paper, we continue this program of understand-
ing fractionalized quasiparticles within the language of
tensor networks. In the first part of the paper [Sec. II]
we explain how the formalism of uniform matrix prod-
uct states (MPS) gives a natural description of both
spinons and magnons in spin chains. Hereto we review
the formalism [25, 26] for incorporating (non-abelian)
symmetries in MPS. Although this description confirms
the picture that spinons typically occur in half-integer
spin chains, we show explicitly how they can emerge in
a SU(2)-invariant spin-1 chain at a first-order transition
between a symmetry-protected topological (SPT) phase
and a trivial phase. In the second part [Sec. III], we pro-
vide numerical evidence for this scenario in a frustrated
and dimerized spin-1 chain, and show how they are con-
fined when tuning away from the transition.

II. SPINONS AND MATRIX PRODUCT STATES

The formalism of translation-invariant matrix product
states (MPS) in the thermodynamic limit—the so-called
uniform MPS—has been developed for simulating static
and dynamic properties of quantum spin chains [27].
In particular, it yields a natural description of elemen-
tary excitations as localized particles against a strongly-
correlated background [28]. When implementing physical
symmetries into the MPS parametrization, definite quan-
tum numbers can be assigned to these particles [23]. In
this section, we explain how this formalism is applied to
SU(2) spin chains and how particles with both integer
and fractional quantum numbers naturally emerge from
the MPS formalism.

A. Ground states

It is, by now, well-known that matrix product states
(MPS) provide an efficient parametrization of ground
states of (gapped) quantum spin chains [29, 30]. Al-
though most state-of-the-art MPS algorithms are formu-
lated on finite chains [31], the MPS formalism is laid out
most elegantly when working in the thermodynamic limit
directly [32, 33]. Indeed, a translation-invariant ground
state can be represented as an MPS where we just repeat
the same tensor A on each site in the chain. This can be
generalized to states with larger unit cells, where we re-
peat the same sequence of tensors {A1, A2, . . . }. The
state is represented diagrammatically as

|Ψ(A1, . . . , An)〉

= . . . A1 . . . An A1 . . . An . . . ,

and is translation invariant over n sites by construction.
In recent years, it was shown that it is possible to vari-
ationally optimize over this set of states directly in the
thermodynamic limit to find accurate ground-state ap-
proximations for a given hamiltonian [27, 34, 35].

The real power of MPS is laid bare when imposing sym-
metry constraints on the tensors that reflect the physical
symmetries in the system [25, 26]. Indeed, it has been
realized that an MPS can only be invariant under cer-
tain global symmetry operations on the physical degrees
of freedom if the virtual legs transform according to a
representation of the same symmetry group [36]. In the
case of a one-site unit cell, if an MPS is invariant under
the global symmetry operation U(g) =

⊗
i ui(g),

U(g) |Ψ(A)〉 = |Ψ(A)〉 , ∀g,

it follows that the MPS tensor A itself transforms as

A

ug
= AVg V †g , V †g Vg = 1

Indeed, in the global MPS wavefunction the symmetry
operations on the virtual legs, V (g) and V (g)†, cancel
such that the global state is invariant. In general, the
representation Vg can be decomposed in a direct sum
of (projective) irreps of the physical symmetry group, so
that the MPS tensor decomposes into a number of blocks
that are labeled by the irreps on each leg. In order for
the total MPS wavefunction to transform trivially under
the global symmetry operation, it is required that the
tensor itself only contains non-zero blocks for which the
three irreps fuse to the trivial representation—i.e., the
tensor itself globally transforms trivially. This property
generalizes to larger unit cells, where the representations
Vg can be site-dependent within the unit cell.

In the case of a quantum spin chain with SU(2) invari-
ance, where the physical degrees of freedom transform
according to a specific spin-s representation, the virtual
degrees of freedom transform as a direct sum of represen-
tations of SU(2) labeled by j1 and j2. Each block of the
tensor is, therefore, labeled by three spins,

Ai

s

j2j1
,

and is only non-zero when j1 and s can fuse to j2 accord-
ing to the fusion rules for irreps of SU(2).

Let us first investigate what this implies for a spin-1/2
chain. Suppose we want to write down an SU(2) invariant
MPS with a one-site unit cell. Since the MPS tensor A
has to transform as a singlet (i.e., according to the trivial
representation), we have the following condition on the
allowed irreps on the bonds

A

s = 1/2

j2j1
→ |j1 − j2| =

1

2
,
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which implies that a half-integer j1 only couples to an
integer j2, and vice versa. If we build up an MPS using
this tensor,

A A A A
j1 j2 j3 ,

then this state falls apart into a sum of two states where
the first state has j1 half-integer, j2 integer and so forth,
and the second state contains the other representations.
Therefore, for describing a singlet ground state for an
s = 1/2 spin chain, we need at least a two-site unit cell,
where we alternate between half-integer and integer rep-
resentations:

A1 A2
j1 j2

where j1 (j2) only has half-integer (integer) representa-
tions, or vice versa.

This result implies that an MPS cannot describe a
unique ground state of a spin-1/2 chain, a result that
is closely connected to the Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem
[37, 38], stating that a spin-1/2 chain cannot host a non-
degenerate ground state with a gapped spectrum. Here
we find that an MPS representation for a ground state
necessarily breaks translation invariance, and, therefore
that the translated state is an equally good ground-
state approximation. The simplest example of an SU(2)-
invariant MPS on a spin-1/2 chain is the Majumdar-
Ghosh state [39, 40], which is obtained by interchanging
j = 0 and j = 1

2 representations on the virtual bonds.
The situation for integer spin chains is very different.

Haldane famously showed that spin-1 chains typically
have a unique ground state with a finite excitation gap
[14, 15]. Using the MPS framework, it was shown that
spin-1 chains host symmetry-protected topological (SPT)
phases [41–43] that are characterized by a string-order
parameter, spin-1/2 edge states and a ground-state en-
tanglement spectrum with even degeneracies. The tran-
sition to a trivial phase can only occur through a phase
transition. Here, the simplest example is the Affleck-
Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki state [16, 17], obtained by taking
only j = 1

2 representations on the bonds.
The characteristic difference between an SPT phase

and a trivial phase is again clearly seen in the MPS de-
scription of the SU(2)-invariant ground state. For a spin-
1 chain, the MPS tensors necessarily have virtual repre-
sentations j1 and j2 with the property

Ai

s = 1

j2j1
→ |j1 − j2| = 0, 1.

This implies that j1 and j2 are either both half-integer
or both integer. This implies that MPS representations
of ground states are possible using a one-site unit cell

A A A A
j1 j2 j3 ,

where all j’s are either integer or half-integer. These two
cases differentiate a trivial from an SPT phase, respec-
tively: The degeneracies in the entanglement spectrum
are determined by the multiplicities (m = 2j + 1) of the
SU(2) representations, such that integer ones correspond
to odd degeneracies and the half-integer ones to even de-
generacies.

B. Elementary excitations

Besides ground states, the uniform MPS framework
can be extended to the description of elementary excita-
tions. Indeed, it was rigorously shown that an excitation
that lives on an isolated branch in the spectrum can be
described by acting with a momentum superposition of
a local operator onto the ground state [44]. In the MPS
language, this translates to a quasiparticle ansatz for ele-
mentary excitations on top of an MPS ground state [45].
When applied to an SU(2) invariant spin system with a
unique translation-invariant ground state, we have the
following form for an elementary excitation:

|Φk
p(B)〉 =

∑
n

eipn

k

A A B A
j

A
j j j

sn−2 sn−1 sn sn+1 sn+2

.

Here we have introduced a new tensor B that perturbs
the ground state in a local region around site n, and per-
formed a plane-wave superposition with momentum p.
We have added an extra leg to this tensor that trans-
forms according to a certain SU(2) irrep, labeled by k.
Therefore, the irrep that lives on this non-contracted leg
determines the global quantum number of the excited
state.

The ansatz wavefunction is linear in the tensor B, and
therefore the variational parameters in B can be opti-
mized by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem. Us-
ing a well-chosen parametrization for the tensor B, the
norm of the wavefunction can be made trivial, which re-
duces the generalized eigenvalue problem to an ordinary
one. When the quantum numbers of the excitation—the
momentum p and the SU(2) label k—are non-trivial, the
excitation is orthogonal to the ground state by construc-
tion; for trivial quantum numbers the ansatz can be made
orthogonal by the same well-chosen parametrization.

Evidently, when considering integer-spin chains, re-
gardless of whether the j’s are integer or half-integer,
the label k has to be an integer. This corresponds to the
well-known property that spin-1 chains generically have
magnon excitations.

In the half-integer spin case, where the MPS breaks
translation invariance and has a two-site unit cell, we
can make elementary excitations by considering defects
in the ground-state pattern. Indeed, starting from an
MPS ground state with tensors A1 and A2

|Ψ(A1, A2)〉 = A1 A2
jh ji jh jiA1 A2

ji ,
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where ji (jh) denote integer (half-integer) representa-
tions, an excitation would look like

|Φk
p(B)〉 =

∑
n even

eipn A1 A2 B A1 A2
jh ji ji jh

k

sn−2 sn−1 sn sn+1 sn+2

.

One now observes that the label k has to be half-integer,
which indicates that elementary excitations in spin-1/2
chains generically have half-integer quantum numbers.
These spinons cannot be created out of the ground state
by a local operator, but are always created in pairs; this
phenomenon is known as fractionalization.

From the MPS perspective, therefore, it is natural that
half-integer spin chains host spinon excitations, whereas
magnons appear in integer-spin chains. There is, how-
ever, a scenario conceivable where spinon excitations
can emerge in a spin-1 chain. We imagine that we can
find a hamiltonian for which we have two different MPS
ground states |Ψ(A1)〉 and |Ψ(A2)〉 with exactly the same
ground-state energy density, where one MPS carries only
integer representations on the legs and the other only
half-integer ones. Such a scenario typically occurs at a
first-order transition between an SPT phase and a trivial
phase. In that case, we can consider solitonic excitations
between the two ground states,

|Φk
p(B)〉 =

∑
n

eipn

k

A1 A1 B A2
ji A2

ji jh jh

sn−2 sn−1 sn sn+1 sn+2

ji jh .

Now it is obvious that the irrep label k has to be half-
integer, so it carries fractional quantum numbers.

C. Spinon/anti-spinon bound states

Spin chains that host spinon excitations can often be
perturbed such that the spinons are confined. In the
above case of spin-1/2 chains, the easiest option is to
favour one of the two ground-state patterns through an
explicit dimerization in the spin-chain hamiltonian. In
that case, the spinons no longer exist as elementary exci-
tations, but if the perturbation is weak, one can still un-
derstand the low-lying excitations as spinon/anti-spinon
bound states. These can be pictured as consisting of two
local defects in the ground state pattern, and can be de-
scribed by a two-particle wavefunction of the form

|Φk
p(B)〉 =

∑
n even

eipn
∑

n′>0,even

c(n′)

A1 A2 B1 A1 A2

sn−2 sn−1 sn sn+1 sn+2

B2

sn+n′−1

jh ji
. . . A2 A1

ji

sn+n′ sn+n′+1

jh jh

k k

ji jijhji jh ,

where c(n′) is the part of the two-particle wavefunction
for the relative position between the two spinons.

In the case of spinons in a spin-1 chain at a first-order
transition line, a spinon/anti-spinon wavefunction would
look like

|Φk
p(B)〉 =

∑
n

eipn
∑
n′>0

c(n′)

A1 B1 A2

sn−1 sn sn+1

B2

sn+n′−1

ji jh A1 A1

sn+n′ sn+n′+1

k k

. . . A2

sn+2

ji ji jijh jh jh ji .

Here spinon confinement can be easily introduced by tun-
ing slightly away from the first-order point such that one
of the two ground states is favoured over the other ener-
getically.

This type ansatz wavefunction was introduced for de-
scribing two-particle scattering states [28, 46], for which
the relative wavefunction c(n′) has an oscillating form. It
was shown in Ref. 22 that the transition of a scattering
state into a bound state corresponds to the relative wave-
function c(n) changing from an oscillating function into
an exponentially decaying one. This process of bound-
state formation is signalled in the divergence of the scat-
tering length, which can be read off from c(n) [22].

In principle, however, the description of stable bound
states fall within the above one-particle framework: their
wavefunctions are constructed as local deformations of
the ground state in a momentum superposition. In-
deed, for strongly-bound states, the one-particle ansatz
has proven to be sufficient to capture the wavefunction
accurately [22, 47]. However, when very broad bound
states are considered—when the two B tensors are well
separated—the above quasiparticle ansatz can be insuf-
ficient in the sense that a single local tensor cannot cap-
ture the full extension of the ground-state perturbation.
In that case, an extended ansatz of the form [44]

|Φk
p(B)〉 =

∑
n

eipn

k

A B A

sn−1 sn . . . sn+N−1 sN+n

can be introduced. The number of parameters in the B
tensor scales exponentially with the number of sites N ,
such that a variational optimization becomes unfeasible
rather quickly. For that reason, we can decompose the B
tensor in a string of N one-site tensors giving rise to the
ansatz

|Φk
p(B)〉 =

∑
n

eipn A B1 B... BN

sn−1 sn . . . sn+N−1

A

sn+N

k

.

The variational optimization of the string of tensors can
be performed using a sweeping algorithm, much in the
spirit of standard DMRG [31] algorithms—we refer to
the appendix for more details on the implementation.
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FIG. 1. The phase diagram of the frustrated and dimerized
spin-1 chain, taken from Ref. 20. The three phases are pic-
torially represented by a picture of virtual spin-1/2 particles:
the SPT phase is a Haldane phase, the trivial phase can be in-
terpreted as a next-nearest-neighbour Haldane phase, and in
the dimerized phase the pairing of the virtual particles leads
to a spontaneous breaking of translation symmetry. The full
(dashed) lines represent second-order (first-order) transitions.

III. NUMERICAL STUDY OF SPINONS AND
THEIR CONFINEMENT IN A SPIN-1 CHAIN

In the first part of this paper, we have laid out the MPS
formalism for capturing generic cases of spinons and their
confinement in SU(2)-invariant spin chains. In addition,
we have proposed the scenario in which spin-1/2 spinons
can emerge in a spin-1 chain on a first-order transition
line. This phenomenon was observed to occur in a frus-
trated and dimerized spin-1 chain [20]—the spin-1 chain
with next-nearest neighbour and biquadratic interactions
shows a similar phenomenology [48, 49].

In the second part, we apply our formalism to study the
spinon excitations in the former model numerically. In
addition, we simulate the confinement of these spinons
away from the transition line. Note that in Refs. 22
and 47 spinon confinement in spin-1/2 chains was al-
ready simulated using the framework of uniform MPS
without symmetries. In the following we have performed
the simulations using tangent-space methods for uniform
MPS [27] using full SU(2)-symmetric tensor-network op-
erations [25, 26, 50].

We investigate the frustrated and dimerized spin-1
chain, defined by the hamiltonian

H = J1

∑
i

~Si · ~Si+1 + J2

∑
i

~Si−1 · ~Si+1

+ J3

∑
i

(
(~Si−1 · ~Si)(~Si · ~Si+1) + h.c.

)
.

For J2 = J3 = 0 this model reduces to the spin-1 Heisen-
berg model, which is known to be in the Haldane phase
[14, 15]. The next-nearest neighbour term (J2) adds frus-
tration to the system and drives it through a first-order
phase transition into a trivial phase [51, 52], whereas the

FIG. 2. The variational energy obtained by MPS with half-
integer (blue) and integer (red) representations on the links
for J1 = 1, J2 = 0.56, and as a function of J3. We observe
a crossing indicating a first-order transition between an SPT
phase and a trivial phase. The blue (red) data points were
obtained by taking the previous MPS as the starting point for
the next point, such that the optimization algorithm stays in
the local minimum corresponding to the higher-energy state.
Ultimately, the variational optimization drops farther away
from the phase transition, where the MPS with the wrong
representations will develop a non-injective structure to ap-
proximate the true ground state.

three-site interaction (J3) induces a spontaneous dimer-
ization via a second-order transition [53]. The full phase
diagram (see Fig. 1) shows that the first-order transi-
tion extends over a finite region, and only for small J2

the transition into the dimerized phase becomes second
order.

A. Deconfined spinons between SPT and trivial
phase

Let us first investigate the first-order transition be-
tween the SPT phase and the trivial phase. On both
sides of the transition, we can represent the ground state
by an MPS with a one-site unit cell with an explicit en-
coding of the SU(2) symmetry: In the SPT phase, we
impose half-integer representations on the virtual degrees
of freedom, whereas in the trivial phase we impose only
the integer ones. Because these two choices determine
different classes of MPS, we can compare the variational
energies within the two distinct classes and determine in
which phase the ground state is for a given choice of pa-
rameters. In Fig. 2 we plot the variational energies on
a line in the phase diagram that crosses the transition,
showing nicely that this is, indeed, a first-order transi-
tion.

Exactly at the transition, the two ground states have
the same energy density. Therefore, we can consider do-
main walls that interpolate between them, where, as we
have shown in the previous section, the excitations nec-
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(a)

(b) (c)

FIG. 3. In (a) we plot the dispersion relation of the spinon
excitation at the first-order phase transition between Haldane
and trivial phase at J2 = 0.56, J3 ≈ 0.0318. The full disper-
sion relation has been computed using the spinon quasiparti-
cle ansatz with SU(2) symmetry. To get an idea of the conver-
gence as a function of bond dimension, in (b) and (c) we plot
the dispersion around the minimum and the convergence of
the gap with higher bond dimensions. The three curves in (b)
correspond to the three points with highest bond dimension in
(c). The highest bond dimension we used is D = 200 for the
largest subblock; for comparison, this corresponds to a non-
symmetric MPS with total bond dimension Dtotal ≈ 2000.
Note that the excitation energy is not variational, because we
subtract the MPS ground-state energy.

essarily carry a half-integer quantum number. Using the
variational quasiparticle ansatz for spinons interpolating
between two MPS ground states with half-integer and in-
teger representations on the virtual bonds (see Sec. II B),
we can compute the spinon excitation energy at all val-
ues of the momentum. In Fig. 3 we plot our results for
the dispersion relation of the spinon with fractional spin
s = 1

2 for J2 = 0.56 and J3 ≈ 0.0318. The spinon’s dis-
persion relation exhibits a very strong minimum at an
incommensurate value of the momentum. In the inset,
we provide a close-up around the minimum showing that
the gap converges to a non-zero value. In addition, in
Fig. 4 we plot the dispersion relation further along the
transition line (J2 ≈ 0.7606, J3 = 0) showing that the
spinon gap decreases. It is expected that the gap ulti-
mately closes when going further along this line towards
negative J3—this closing of the gap can be described by
a marginal operator changing sign in the SU(2)1 Wess-
Zumino-Witten field theory with central charge c = 1

FIG. 4. The same plot as before, now for parameters J2 ≈
0.7606 and J3 = 0 (the bond dimensions for the different
curves in the inset are the same as before). The inset shows
that the spinon has decreased significantly with respect to the
previous figure.

[54, 55]. A continuous transition with c = 1 between an
SPT chain and a trivial phase was recently demonstrated
in Ref. 56. Unfortunately, we have found no immediate
evidence for a critical point further along the transition
line, and we leave an elaborate study of this question for
further work.

The existence of the spinons as low-energy excitations
at the phase transitions can be further confirmed from
simulations on a finite chain [20]. Indeed, at the first-
order transition the energy levels of the corresponding
states cross and one can observe the coexistence of dif-
ferent domains on a finite chain. In Fig. 5 we show the
results at the first-order transition between the topo-
logically trivial and SPT phases at J2 = 0.75, J3 ≈ 0.
Four quantities are most relevant: the local magnetiza-
tion 〈Sz

j 〉, the nearest-neighbor correlations, the three-
site correlations, and the bipartite entanglement entropy
EEN . In the middle of the chain we can see the signature
of the Haldane phase: negative nearest-neighbor corre-
lations dominate, whereas the three-site correlations are
positive (as the product of two nearest-neighbour terms).
At the edges, the three-site correlations are strongly neg-
ative. From the entanglement entropy, which takes its
maximal value where the spinon is situated, we can see
that domain walls separating these different domains ap-
proximately 30 sites away from the edges. Although the
local magnetization profile shown in Fig. 5(a) is signif-
icantly perturbed by incommensurate correlations, one
can clearly see that the maximum of the amplitude is
shifted away from the boundary.
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FIG. 5. (a) Local magnetization, (b) nearest-neighour corre-
lations, (c) three-site correlations, and (d) bipartite entangle-
ment profile for a chain with N = 300 sites and Sz

tot = 1 at
the first-order transition between the SPT and trivial phase
at J2 ≈ 0.75 and J3 = 0. The colors in (a) are a guide to the
eye to show the periodicity in the correlations: we have used
the same color for every 14th site.

B. Confinement of spinons away from the
transition line

The spinons that we have identified in the previous
section exist as freely propagating particles only at the
first-order phase transition exactly, but their existence
has noticeable effect away from the transition as well.
Indeed, we have observed in Fig. 2 that both ground
states still exist independently away from the transition
point, where one of the two will have slightly lower en-
ergy density. As we have explained in Sec. II C, we can
still consider spinon/anti-spinon pairs against the back-
ground of the ground state that is favoured energetically.
The excess of energy between the spinon and anti-spinon
due to the higher-energy background state between them
causes the spinon/anti-spinon pair to experience a linear
potential and form bound states. As discussed in the
introduction, this phenomenon has been studied exten-
sively in spin-1/2 chains [8–11, 22, 47].

The formation of spinon/anti-spinon bound states
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FIG. 6. Excitation spectra for different points in the phase di-
agram. The lines are the first low-lying spin-0 and spin-1 exci-
tations, whereas the blue shaded areas are multi-particle con-
tinua computed from taking combinations of single-particle
excitations and adding their momenta and energies. We ob-
serve an accumulation of bound-state modes in the spec-
trum as the first-order transition is approached. The third
spectrum also shows the formation of an incommensurate
minimum. The extra tick in grey shows twice the momen-
tum for which the spinon dispersion relation is minimal, see
Fig. 3. The simulations were performed at bond dimension
Dtotal = 120.
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FIG. 7. The momentum for which the dispersion relation
reaches its incommensurate minimum at J3 = 0.0318 as a
function of J2. At J2 ≈ 0.56 the system undergoes a first-
order phase transition. The value of pinc is compatible with
two times the momentum of the gap in the free spinon disper-
sion relation (see Fig. 3, ps ≈ 1.0226) as indicated by the grey
square. The simulations were performed at bond dimension
Dtotal = 120.

away from the first-order phase transition is observed
when plotting the excitation spectrum for a few values
of the coupling inside the Haldane phase, see Fig. 6. In-
deed, for J2 = J3 = 0 we find the usual spectrum of
the Heisenberg chain with a minimum in the dispersion
at momentum π. When we come closer to the phase
transition, we find that the minimum starts shifting to
an incommensurate value, an observation that was also
made from the real-space correlation functions [20]. More
interestingly, we find different isolated lines below the
continuum emerging when approaching the phase tran-
sition. The minima of these isolated lines are situated
at momentum p = 0 and at an incommensurate value
p = pinc. Above we have seen that the spinon dispersion
relation has a strong minimum at momenta ±ps, and we
expect to see spinon/anti-spinon bound states around the
momenta that can be obtained by adding the individual
momenta of the (anti-) spinons, i.e. around p = ps ± ps.

In Fig. 7 we have explicitly tracked the location of
these incommensurate minima. We varied J2 at constant
J3 towards the first order transition point. From both
the Haldane phase and the NNN-trivial phase, we indeed
observe convergence towards p = 2ps which confirms the
confinement of the spinons away from the transition line.

In addition we have applied the extended quasiparti-
cle ansatz for broad bound states, containing a string of
tensors [Sec. II C]. In Fig. 8 we show the performance
of this extended ansatz for the lowest-lying excitation
in the system upon approaching the phase transition.
When far away from the transition, the variational en-
ergy converges very quickly, which shows that the bound
state has a limited spatial extent. If the transition is ap-
proached, the convergence becomes slower, which points
to a widening of the spinon/anti-spinon bound state. The
fact that the excitations become broad, extended pertur-

FIG. 8. The convergence of the variational excitation energies
at momentum k = 0 as a function of the spatial support N of
the string ansatz at various points near the phase transition
(bottom). These points are located on the line through the
origin and the transition point J2 = 0.56, J3 ≈ 0.0318 (top).
The convergence becomes better further away from the phase
transition, which is consistent with the bound state picture.
For comparison we show the convergence of the magnon (with
k = π) at the Heisenberg point J2 = 0, J3 = 0 (black cross).

bations of the ground state as the first-order transition is
approached, confirms our underlying spinon picture for
the low-lying excitations in the vicinity of the first-order
phase transition.

C. Spinons between SPT and dimerized phase

We have also studied the first-order transition between
the SPT phase and the dimerized phase for smaller J2.
The situation is slightly more complicated, because the
dimerized phase itself hosts spinon excitations as well.
Indeed, the dimerized phase has an MPS ground-state de-
scription with a two-tensor unit cell, and the low-energy
particles are spin-1 defects in the ground-state pattern.
In order to focus on the spin-1/2 spinons around the
phase transition, we perform a blocking transformation
such that a dimerized ground state maps to a translation-
invariant MPS described by a single tensor with inte-
ger SU(2) representations on the virtual bonds. In this
setting, the description of the spinons on the first-order
transition line is similar as before.

For this case, it is known [54] that the first-order line
ends and becomes second order, where the transition is
described by a SU(2)2 Wess-Zumino Witten field theory
with central charge c=3/2. The transition between first
and second order—i.e., the closing of the spinon gap as
one travels on the phase-transition line—is described by
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FIG. 9. The spinon dispersion relation on the first-order tran-
sition line between the SPT phase and the dimerized phase,
for parameters (J2, J3) given by (0.3265, 0.0558) (blue) and
(0.2915, 0.0603) (red). The dimerized ground state breaks
one-site translation invariance spontaneously, so the momen-
tum q is defined with respect to translations over two sites.

a marginal operator in the field theory changing sign.

In Fig. 9 we plot the spinon dispersion relation for
two points on the first-order transition line between SPT
and dimerized phase. First we observe that the mini-
mum of the dispersion relation is at momentum q = 0,
so we do not have any commensurate correlations in the
system. Moreover, we observe that the spinon gap be-
comes smaller quickly as we travel on the transition line
towards the critical point. This rapid decrease of the gap
is expected from the field-theory description [54], which
predicts an exponential suppression as the critical point
is approached.

In the present case we also confirm the existence of
the spinons by looking at the finite-size profiles listed
above. Based on Figs. 10(a), (b) and (c) one can de-
duce that open edges favor dimerized domains, while the
central region remains in the SPT phase. Indeed, here
the Haldane phase is signaled by the negative value of
the nearest-neighbour correlations and the large positive
value for the three-site correlations, whereas the nearest-
neighbour correlations strongly oscillate for the dimer-
ized phase. Note, however, that for a selected coupling
constant the SPT domain is still commensurate, which
implies that the ground-state is a singlet if the total num-
ber of sites is even, and the ground-states is a (Kennedy)
triplet [57], if the total size of the domain is odd. More-
over, the dimerized domains necessary contain an even
number of sites. So, keeping the total number of sites
odd, we ensure a Kennedy triplet on the central SPT
domain. According to Fig. 10(a) the domain walls are
located at a distance about 25 spins from each edge, and
the entanglement entropy also takes its maximal values
at these locations.
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FIG. 10. (a) Local magnetization, (b) nearest-neighour corre-
lations, (c) three-site correlations, and (d) bipartite entangle-
ment profile for a chain of N = 301 sites and Sz

tot = 1 at the
first-order transition between the SPT and dimerized phase
at J2 = 0.327 and J3 = 0.0558.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have shown that SU(2) invariant
spin-1 chains can support deconfined spinons at the first-
order transition between the SPT Haldane phase and a
topologically trivial phase without fractional edge excita-
tions by actually calculating the spinon dispersion with
an MPS ansatz along two transition lines with the NNN
Haldane phase and the spontaneously dimerized phase
respectively. The characterization of these excitations as
deconfined spinons is further supported by the demon-
stration that they actually confine away from the tran-
sition line, as explicitly demonstrated in the case of the
transition to the NNN Haldane phases for which the pres-
ence of dispersive bound states has been demonstrated on
both sides of the transition.

Let us emphasize that the description of the bulk ex-
citations of a spin-1 chain in terms of fractional spin-1/2
excitations is by no means straightforward since the ba-
sic local operators are spin-1 operators. This requires a
description that simultaneously allows fractional excita-
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tions to delocalize and enforces the local projection on
spin-1 states. Building on previous results on the de-
scription of elementary excitations with MPS, we have
shown how spinons emerge naturally from the symme-
try pattern of the ground-state MPS tensors for SU(2)
systems, including integer spins.

These results could be extented in several ways. For
instance, the same analysis can be extended to chains
with other global symmetries, where the case of SU(N)
is arguably the most interesting. Indeed, a three-tensor
ground state naturally appears for a SU(3) chain in the
fundamental representation, and one can consider two
types of defects or spinons against this background.

In two dimensions, we already know that the frame-
work of projected entangled-pair states (PEPS) allows
us to simulate even more exotic quasiparticles [58, 59].
Indeed, whereas the one-dimensional case only allows for
defects in the ground-state pattern, in two dimensions
we can consider quasiparticles with non-trivial strings
of symmetry operations as well [24, 43]. An SU(2)-
symmetric PEPS both hosts spinons and visons as el-
ementary excitations [60], and it would be interesting to
study these quasiparticles and their confinement for spin-
liquid hamiltonians.

As far as experiments are concerned, spinon excitations

have been observed in neutron-scattering experiments on
quasi-one-dimensional spin-1/2 compounds [61–65]. The
fact that the spinons necessarily come in pairs leads to
a broad continuum in the dynamical structure factor, in
contrast to the more conventional magnon mode. In more
recent neutron-scattering experiments, the confinement
of these particles has been observed by the splitting of
the multi-spinon continuum into a stack of bound states
[47, 66]. From that point of view, the main message
of the present paper is to argue that a similar transi-
tion between confined and deconfined spinons is present
in frustrated spin-1 chains. All it takes is a significant
next-nearest coupling typical of zig-zag chains to induce a
first-order transition between the Haldane and the next-
nearest neighbor Haldane phases. We hope that the
present paper will stimulate the search for such spin-1
chains and their experimental investigation with inelas-
tic neutron scattering.
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the Swiss National Science Foundation (NC, FM), the
German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsge-
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APPENDIX: STRING ANSATZ FOR BROAD
EXCITATIONS

In this appendix we provide the details of the extended
quasiparticle ansatz for describing broad low-energy ex-
citations (see Sec. II C in main text).

1. Implementation

We first recall that the quasiparticle ansatz is a mo-
mentum superposition of the uniform MPS ground state
in which one tensor is distorted

|Φp(B)〉 =
∑
n

eipn A A B A A

sn−2 sn−1 sn sn+1 sn+2

. (1)

For further details on uniform MPS, and in particular
of the gauge fixing, we refer to the tangent-space re-
view in Ref. 27. Here we just mention that we always
work in the mixed gauge and that the distortion tensor

B obeys the left gauge-fixing condition
∑d

s=1A
s†

L B
s =∑d

s=1B
s†As

L = 0 in which we assumed the ground-state

tensor A to be in the left-canonical form
∑

sA
s†

L A
s
L = 1.

The quasiparticle ansatz (1) describes local and low-
energy excitations to extreme precision [33]. However, as
the variational subspace on top of the MPS ground state
is very localized, it is not expected to accurately cap-
ture the effect of large physical operators acting on the
ground state [44]. Therefore, broad excitations such as
the spinon/anti-spinon bound states in the spin-1 chain
discussed in the main text are not well described by this
ansatz.

In Ref. 44 it is suggested to increase the variational
support by spreading the distortion over several sites

|Φp(B)〉 =∑
n

eipn
A A

sn−2 sn−1 sn s... sn+N−1

A

sn+N

A

sn+N+1

B
. (2)

The B-block in this ansatz contains D2dN elements,
where D is the bond dimension and d the physical
dimension. By taking into account the gauge fixing
D2(d−1)dN−1 elements are truly variational. The expo-
nenial scaling in the number of distorted sites makes this
ansatz hard to use, except for the paradigmatic AKLT-
model [44, 67], for which the ground state can be exactly
represented by an MPS with bond dimension 2.

A more efficient representation is given by a tensor
decomposition of the B-block

|Φp(B1 · · ·BN )〉 =∑
n

eipn
A A B1 B... BN

sn−2 sn−1 sn . . . sn+N−1

A

sn+N

A

sn+N+1

. (3)

Here the gauge fixing condition only applies on first ten-
sor (B1), such that the other tensors in the decomposition
(B2, . . . , BN ) are purely variational.

By this decomposition the number of variational pa-
rameters can be chosen to scale linear with N . This
clearly depends on the choice of limiting bond dimen-
sion Dmax inside the excitation string. Now the excita-
tion string can be seen as a finite-size subsystem on top
of the ground state, and can be optimized by standard
finite-size DMRG-methods [31] that are computationally
efficient.

In order to construct such an efficient DMRG scheme
to optimize over the excitation tensors Bsn

1 · · ·B
sn+N−1

N
in (3), we need to construct the effective Hamiltonian for
a one-site update

2πδ(0)B
†

iH
i
eff(p)Bi =

〈Φp(B1 . . . BN )|Ĥ|Φp(B1 . . . BN )〉 , (4)
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where the bold symbols denote the vectorized version

of the corresponding tensor, and Ĥ =
∑

n ĥn,...,n+M−1

the many-body Hamiltonian that only consists of local
M -body interactions. Two-site update schemes may be
equally well considered, but this will make the construc-
tion of the effective Hamiltonians more cumbersome. The
construction ofHi

eff(p) boils down to the knowledge of the
matrix element at the right hand side of Eq. (4). Trans-
lation invariance implies that the terms in the matrix
element contain maximally a double infinite sum over

transfer matrices
∑d

s=1A
s ⊗ Ās. But still we need to

take into account all different relative positions of the

local Hamiltonian ĥ with respect to all excitations ten-
sors that appear in the bra and in the ket-layer. Here the
left gauge fixing of the first excitation tensor significantly
reduces the number of terms.

Once we have constructed Hi
eff(p), we can update the

i-th site by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem

Hi
eff(p)Xi = ω(p)N i

eff(p)Xi. (5)

If the MPS ground state and the B-tensors are in the
mixed canonical form at each update, the eigenvalue
problem reduces to a standard problem, i.e. N i

eff(p)
is the unit matrix. By sweeping through the excita-
tion string, the excitation energy is gradually lowered
up to convergence. With the obvious initialization of
B2, . . . , BN = A, the starting energy will be equal to the
lowest energy obtained by ansatz (1). Higher energy exci-
tations may be found by projecting away the lower-lying
excitations.

2. Benchmarks

We demonstrate the accuracy of the string-ansatz by
comparing its energy solution with the solution of the full
problem given by Eq. (2) for the fundamental magnon at
momentum p = π in the AKLT model. This comparison
is shown in Tab. I. We raise the bond dimension inside the
excitation string up to the limiting values Dlim = 54 and
Dlim = 108, this corresponds to an exact decomposition
of the full B-tensor in terms of separate blocks up to
respectively N = 7 and N = 8 sites. For N > {7, 8}
the number of variational parameters scales linearly in
the number of added sites, instead of exponentially in
ansatz (2). For N > {7, 8} we can never recover the
same precision as the original results in the first column,
though the difference seems to be negligible in practice.
However, because of the computational efficiency, we can
go to a higher number of sites. Consequently, we can
recover and even slightly improve the precision obtained
by optimizing Eq. (2).

We now consider the Ising model S = 1/2 in a tilted
magnetic field, the Hamiltonian is given by

Ĥ = −
∑
i

(
σ̂x
i σ̂

x
i+1 + h⊥σ̂

z
i + h‖σ̂

x
i

)
, (6)

N tensor string Dlim = 54 string Dlim = 108

1 .3703703703703 .370370370370370 .370370370370370
2 .3506345810861 .350634581086136 .350634581086135
3 .3501652022172 .350165202217295 .350165202217298
4 .3501291730768 .350129173076821 .350129173076823
5 .3501247689418 .350124768941853 .350124768941852
6 .3501242254394 .350124225439428 .350124225439427
7 .3501241645674 .350124164567495 .350124164567493
8 .3501241580969 .350124158096968 .350124158096949
9 .3501241574175 .350124157417571 .350124157417519
10 .3501241573460 .350124157346082 .350124157346044
11 .3501241573384 .350124157338518 .350124157338485
12 .3501241573376 .350124157337713 .350124157337683
13 - .350124157337627 .350124157337597
14 - .350124157337619 .350124157337586

TABLE I. Excitation energies of the magnon branch at mo-
mentum π of the AKLT model. The ansatz substitutes N
sites in the MPS. The first column is copied from 44 (see ta-
ble on pag. 34) and is obained by the ansatz (2). The second
and third column are obtained by the ansatz (3) in which the
internal bond dimension of the string is limited to Dlim = 54
and Dlim = 108 respectively. The eigensolvers used to obtain
these energies are reliable up to 14 digits (15 digits are shown
in the second and third column, and 13 in the first).

the parameter h⊥ describes a transverse field and the
parameter h‖ an additional longitudinal field.

For h‖ = 0 in the ordered regime far enough from
the critical point, topological excitations as domain walls
may occur. By applying the Jordan-Wigner transforma-
tion on the Hamiltonian, these domain walls can be rep-
resented as free fermions [68]. When a longitudinal field
h‖ > 0 is applied, the Z2 symmetry is broken. This
energetically favors one of the two previously degener-
ate ground states, and induces an attractive force be-
tween pairs domain walls – they form a state of bound
spinons. When the applied field is not too large, the
force can be modeled by the cost of adding one site that
is in the ‘wrong’ ground state [68]: µ = 2h‖m̄ where

m̄ = (1− h2
⊥)1/8. Hence, the semi-classical Hamiltonian

of the relative variables that describe the weakly con-
fined spinons (or the slightly interacting fermions) just
describes a particle that is moving in a linear poten-
tial. The time-independent Schrödinger equation for this
Hamiltonian is the Airy equation. The low-lying energy
spectrum is then approximated by the negative zero’s of
the anti-symmetric Airy function [68]. At momentum
p = 0 the energy can be approximated as

En(0) ≈ 4(1− h⊥) + µ2/3

[
2h⊥

1− h⊥

]1/3

ξn. (7)

with ξn determined by −Ai(−ξn) = 0 . We applied the
ansatz (1) and (3) at p = 0 to calculate the excitations in
this model for h⊥ = 0.7 in the weak confining regime with
h‖ = 0.0075. The results are shown in Fig. 11 together
with the energies predicted by Eq. (7). The quasiparticle
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FIG. 11. Excitation energies at p = 0 in the Ising model (6)
for h⊥ = 0.7 and h‖ = 0.0075 as a function of the spatial
support of the ansatz with Dlim = 40. By increasing N it
becomes clear that the energies follow an Airy-like spectrum.

ansatz (N = 1) does not yet reveal the full Airy behav-
ior of the spectrum. By increasing the spatial support of
the excitation ansatz, we however observe a fast decrease
of the excitation energies. The higher the excitation en-
ergy, the more significant the decrease of the energy. The
highest excitation under study remains stuck in the con-
tinuum for the smallest N . The observation that the
energies are always lower than the ones predicted from
Eq. (7), has probably to do with the effect of higher or-
der terms in the expansion of the kinetic energy of the
spinons. By going to a strong longitudinal field, we ex-
pect faster convergence as a function of N but however
stronger deviations from the Airy spectrum.
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